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Abstract. Data management has become a critical ability in today’s data-driven
businesses. In the Internet of Things (IoT) domain, sensors, devices and applica-
tions generate huge amounts of data. To take advantage of this data, new storage
and exchange solutions, e.g., IoT data repositories, enterprise data lakes and IoT
data marketplaces, are emerging. These emerging data storage and exchange so-
lutions allow authorized users to discover and access heterogeneous data streams
and integrate them across stakeholder boundaries. We present an approach to an-
notate IoT datasets by mapping their schemata to corresponding ontology terms,
paired with an on-the-fly ontology extension mechanism based on templates. We
further introduce a framework to evaluate semantic interoperability in this com-
plex setting via the agreement between domain experts on a set of annotation-
extension tasks and show how this framework can be used to improve the system
iteratively and to avoid potential semantic interoperability conflicts.

Keywords: Semantic interoperability · Semantic annotation · Ontology exten-
sion · Interrater agreement · Internet of Things.

1 Introduction

Data has become a strategic asset nowadays. As has been acknowledged by M. Chui et
al. [7], one of the main bottlenecks in making it accessible and usable is the lack of high-
quality data labeling support. Modern data storage and exchange solutions (e.g., data
catalogues, data marketplaces and enterprise data lakes) allow easy access to various
types of data, as well as integration of data into analytic workflows, and collaboration
of data scientists and business users over data. However, to enable these intelligent
functionalities, the submitted datasets should be semantically interoperable.

Semantic interoperability is defined as the ability of two or more systems to in-
terpret the content and meaning of the exchanged information [17]. In the context of
the Internet of Things (IoT), it is typically achieved by adding semantic annotations
to the raw data or by mapping the diverse schemata of each data source to a unified
representation: an ontology, a taxonomy, or a controlled vocabulary (see [2]).
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Attribution 4.0 International (CC BY 4.0).
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The usage of a shared ontology or a set of ontologies as “the best pathway to achieve
semantic interoperability” [16] was tested in several European research projects: Ope-
nIoT [28], IoT Lite [4], FIESTA-IoT [3], BIG IoT [6] and other. Among the challenges
and requirements, related to interoperability, these projects report that a shared ontology
must be evolvable over time as new data sources, sensors or IoT devices appear.

Traditionally, ontology is extended in a centralized manner: data providers or de-
vice owners first submit requests for extension and then use the updated ontology for
annotation. In practice, it means long waiting times before the ontology term is avail-
able to perform a task in question. Multiple rounds of communication between data
providers and ontology engineers take place to clarify the meaning of the requested on-
tology terms3. To address this limitation, several approaches to involve data providers
in the ontology extension process were suggested (see, e.g., [20], [18]).

The core characteristic of these approaches is the coupling of the annotation process
with the on-the-fly ontology extension. When a data provider lacks a term to perform an
annotation task, s/he can use a simple procedure to add it via the graphical user interface
(GUI). The Schema Editor of OpenIoT middleware infrastructure [20] is an example
of an implemented system. It is a Web-based application, which targets non-ontology
expert users. It allows the addition of new sensor types to the SSN-based OpenIoT on-
tology and their later use in defining descriptions of sensor instances. In both cases, the
users provide values via the Web forms. These forms serve as templates that guide the
user, requiring them to supply information and linking it to the corresponding super-
classes. The tool, thus, preserves the ontological foundations of the underlying model.

The decentralization of the ontology extension process might become truly chal-
lenging for the external applications that consume newly introduced terms or data which
has been annotated with them. If a term description is not accurate or not complete,
it can cause incompatibilities in data semantics and structures between the systems,
phenomena termed semantic interoperability conflicts by J. Park [27]. As an exam-
ple, imagine that a navigation application expects (in accordance with the specifica-
tion/description) an input in newton-seconds, while the other system delivers it (con-
trary to the description) in foot-pound-seconds. In 1999, such a conflict (data-unit
conflict in Park’s classification) led to the wrong trajectory computation and sent the
NASA’s Mars Climate Orbiter spacecraft fatally close to the surface of the planet Mars4,
where it simply burned up.

In the complex setting of annotation with the option to dynamically extend the
shared ontology, semantic interoperability conflicts can result either from 1) incorrect
mappings of elements of annotated data sources to the ontology terms, or 2) incor-
rect/incomplete descriptions of newly introduced terms. In both cases, “the process of
converging to a uniform semantics can be influenced but not controlled” [30].

In order to build decentralized systems with the dynamic ontology extension com-
ponent, it is crucial to understand potential causes of semantic interoperability conflicts.
When they are known, one can influence the extension process. Numerous studies in the
bio-medical domain (see, e.g., [22] and related work there) showed how the task of an-

3 Here we refer to the experience of the team responsible for the maintenance of the ontology
in the BIG IoT project. This challenge is also valid in the context of describing datasets in the
scientific communities (see [18]).

4 https://www.jpl.nasa.gov/missions/mars-climate-orbiter/.
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notation with the existing terms can be explored via the interrater agreement metrics on
a set of tasks addressing potential semantic interoperability conflicts. Our focus stays,
however, on the extension component and its impact on the overall agreement. To assess
this, we conducted an experiment where 23 non-ontology experts annotated 7 samples
of IoT data (56 data points in total) with the terms of a shared ontology and simultane-
ously extended it if the needed terms were missing.

This paper makes the following contributions:
1) it suggests an experimental setup to explore the complex annotation-extension

setting, which consists of the application to annotate IoT data with an ontology exten-
sion module, an ontology for IoT data and a set of SOSA[19]-inspired templates, which
cover the main types of extensions;

2) it introduces the modeling of the proposed extensions which is used along with
the selected existing ontology terms to measure interrater agreement in the annotation-
extension task;

3) it presents the results of a user experiment and proposes the interpretation of
agreement scores as signals of the potential semantic interoperability conflicts;

4) it outlines the measures to iteratively improve the system based on the findings.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the relevant re-

search. Section 3 presents our approach to ontology extension implemented as a part
of IoT data annotation environment. Sections 4 and 5 provide the details of the experi-
ment with domain experts and discuss the results. Section 6 concludes this article with
a summary of accomplished and future research directions.

2 Related work

Previous research relevant for our work can be categorized into three broad areas.
Firstly, our work goes in the direction of collaborative frameworks and tools used
for knowledge engineering and ontology development. Our target users have little (if
any) exposure to ontologies, so it is desirable to hide the complexity of the latter. Thus,
the most closely related implemented systems are the the Linked Earth Framework [18]
and the Schema Editor of OpenIoT [20].

The Linked Earth Framework supports the paleoclimate community to describe
their datasets and enable users to add new metadata properties. It employs an initial
core ontology and a set of extensions (called proxies), which serve as the basis of the
crowd vocabulary. Proposed new metadata properties are available to the community at
the time of creation, and they can later decide to include them into the core ontology.
In contrast, our tool does not involve community discussions and voting procedures. At
some point, ontology engineers approve proposed extensions. Before that the terms are
available to the users, but have a special namespace.

The Schema Editor also combines the extension of ontologies (the Sensor Type
Editor) with using them to annotate instance data (the Sensor Instance Editor). This
is one of the earlier tools for the annotation of the IoT data, focused on describing
sensor types by providing their names and observed properties with accuracy and fre-
quency values. As will be shown in Section 3, in our tool we use a different, but also
SSN/SOSA-inspired [19] set of templates and a more elaborate characterization of the
new ontology terms.
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Secondly, we built our system on the ideas coming from the template-based ontol-
ogy extension tools: TermGenie [9], Webulous [21], OTTR [13]; Protégé plugins sup-
porting OPPL [11] and MappingMaster [26]. In those tools, ontology design patterns
are used to generate templates. Each template represents a boilerplate for the ontology
entity of some type. Domain experts and data curators populate these templates by fill-
ing in GUI forms or spreadsheets. Their input is further transformed into the axioms of
the shared ontology.

Template-based tools consist of four generic components: 1) a templating mecha-
nism, 2) an input GUI, 3) a template instantiation/expansion processor, and 4) (option-
ally) an input validation system. We implement these components in our Web-based
system prototype. We also add prompts in natural language to the corresponding GUI
forms (similar to [23]). Most importantly, we address one research gap of the template-
based systems. To the best of our knowledge, there is no systematic work on the usage
of templates. Hence, in our experiment, we will try to gain insights on how templates
and sets of templates work in practice.

Finally, our experiment design can be compared with the recent study [29], which
explores the agreement of experts on a task of classifying entities in domain ontologies
under upper ontology classes. We take into account the literature on crowdsourced data
annotation [10], which models interrater agreement and disagreement, but for these
initial experiments we use easily interpretable metrics, such as percent agreement and
Fleiss’ kappa statistic [12].

In the following we describe our experimental setup and the conducted experiment.

3 IoT Data Annotation Environment

With the objective of exploring semantic interoperability issues in the context of IoT
data annotation, we built a system prototype where we extended an interface, developed
in the context of the project BIG IoT [6], with a module, which enables experts to add
new ontology entities and use them for data annotation (Figure 1).

Fig. 1. Annotation environment for IoT data. 1© User interface to create mappings. 2© User inter-
face to extend ontology by filling in templates.
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Suppose we need to annotate the following piece of car diagnostics data {“speed” :
11.75, “Rpm” : 814.12, “MAF” : 7.86, “ts”: “2017-09-19T23:00:00Z”}. The annotation
process is as follows: a user first selects a class (e.g., “Car”) and then – its corresponding
properties from the dropdown lists (Figure 1. 1©).

In Figure 2.1, we show how these properties are modeled in the shared ontology.
Relation to a class is specified by the property “schema:domainIncludes”. Property
“schema:rangeIncludes” characterizes the value type: in this case the float value is
mapped to the “schema:Number” data type.

Fig. 2. 1. Property “carSpeed”, Turtle serialization. 2. Template for the Observable property pat-
tern, informally introduced.

Additionally, each ontology entity has some characterization in terms of a meta-
model. This layer reflects core modeling principles of a shared ontology, which are
especially important for extension. For the core use cases we have preferred to use the
simple lightweight RDF(S) ontology. Due to having the meta-model, we can always
generate a SOSA-compliant representation of an annotated dataset.

Fig. 3. The sosa:Observation pattern (adapted from [19]) and the car diagnostics data example.

As the basis of our shared ontology we use the sosa:Observation pattern [19] , [15].
In our approach, all entities in the ontology have an associated type: “meta:Observable-
Property”, “meta:TemporalProperty”, “meta:SpatialProperty”, or “meta:Class”.

Observable The entity type determines a set of meta-predicates, which specify its
semantics. For example, the property “basis:carSpeed” as an instance of “meta:Obser-
vableProperty” has two meta-predicates: “meta:propertySemantics”, related to the higher-
level semantics (“meta:Speed”, “meta:Mass”, “meta:Amount”, etc.), and “meta:unit”,
specifying units of measurements. Possible objects for those predicates form closed
sets.

Temporal Temporal properties have three meta-predicates. The first meta-predicate:
“meta:temporalSemantics” models the distinctions from Allen’s [1] seminal work on
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temporal modeling: time vs. duration, instance vs. interval. The second predicate: “meta:-
serviceSemantics” indicates whether the value of the temporal property is measured
or predicted. The third meta-predicate: “meta:associatedObservableProperty” is related
to the modeling of a “sosa:phenomenonTime”. In the car diagnostic data above, the
timestamp value with the key “ts” is related to all observable properties in the dataset.
Another option was to relate it to a certain observable property or a subset of properties
in a sample.

Spatial Spatial properties with their two meta-predicates conclude the list. Firstly,
we can specify the location of an object as a postal address, coordinates alone or a
geometry, with many finer distinctions. These options form the possible objects of the
predicate “meta:spatialSemantics”. The meta-predicate “meta:structure” handles differ-
ences between flat {“lng” : 43.2, “lat” : 9.3} and nested {“location” : {“lng : 43.2223”,
“lat” : 9.3 }} structures.

In the following, we explain how the template-based ontology extension works.
Each entity type – “meta:ObservableProperty”, “meta:TemporalProperty”, “meta:Spa-
tialProperty” and “meta:Class” – have corresponding extension templates. In Figure 2.2,
you can see a skeleton of an observable property. By answering questions in the user-
interface forms (Figure 1. 2©), a user literally fills the gaps in the proposed elements’
description. A user selects options from the dropdown lists, which represent possible
objects of the meta-predicates for this property. It results into a structured description
of a new element. Most importantly, a new element is linked to the existing ontology
concepts, in accordance with the modeling principles of the shared ontology.

Wildcard In addition to the supported entity types, there exists also the “Wildcard”
template. This can be used when none of the more expressive templates fits.

4 Towards a Framework to Explore Semantic Interoperability

4.1 Research Questions

Semantic interoperability of the annotated data depends to a large extent on how anno-
tators interpret the underlying shared ontology and a set of templates. Designing this
experiment, we wanted to investigate how the option to extend ontologies on the fly
would influence the results of the annotation task, how the set of templates worked
as a system and what can be said about the quality of a single template based on the
interrater agreement. We stated the following research questions:

1 Will the fine-grained modeling of proposed ontology extensions significantly influ-
ence the overall agreement among experts in the annotation task?

2 Can we detect and categorize various types of conflicts between the existing ontol-
ogy entities and the proposed elements via the interrater agreement scores?

3 Can we detect and categorize various types of possible semantic interoperability
conflicts by inspecting the interrater agreement scores for the modeling choices
made while introducing new elements?

4.2 Experimental Setup

To assess general tendencies and obtain some quantitative estimates for the complex
annotation-extension task, we organized an experiment with 23 participants. All of them
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were computer scientists and engineers from various fields. We have not collected any
demographic data and processed the responses as anonymous.

The participants of the study annotated 7 IoT data sources5 (see Table 1) in JSON
format, each of them with a description in natural language, which contained the infor-
mation required to annotate all the key–value pairs.

Table 1. Table: Datasets used for annotation.

ID Domain Number of (intended) Templates to use Research
samples questions

1 parking 5 – 1, 2
2 street incident 11 – 1, 2
3 air pollution 6 Observable 1, 2, 3
4 car diagnostics 7 Observable 1, 2, 3
5 charging 14 Observable, Wildcard, Temporal 1, 2, 3
6 weather 9 Wildcard, Spatial 1, 2, 3
7 transportation 4 Temporal, Class 1, 2, 3

The datasets were presented to the participants in increasing order of complexity.
We started with two confidence-building examples, where all needed properties were
present in the shared ontology. Then we gradually introduced datasets, which required
more complex modeling decisions: nested hierarchies, infrequent data value formats
(e.g., duration in the ISO 8601 (“P0DT0H1M12S”) or Unix epoch time), introducing
new properties and classes. The last and most complex dataset represented the output
of a service (predicted waiting time for a bus), which was very different from the core
use case: recorded sensor measurements at a particular timestamp.

Prior to the experiment, all participants watched an introductory video, where we
explained the context, showed the annotation environment and annotated one data source,
which required adding several terms to the shared ontology.

In the next section, we introduce the relevant interrater agreement metrics and dis-
cuss the results of the experiment.

5 Results and Discussion

5.1 Interrater Agreement Measures

Interrater agreement is defined as “the degree to which two or more raters achieve iden-
tical results under similar assessment conditions” [24]. It can be calculated at the level
of single rated items. For example, the first variable “parkingSpaceId” in Data source 1
was annotated as “schema:identifier” by 20 participants out of 23 (86.95%), the second
used element was “basis:operatorIdentifier” selected by 2 participants (8.7%), and the
third – “schema:description” used once (4.35%). We will refer to this metric as percent
agreement on the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd, etc. most frequent choices for the data item.

In addition, we want to obtain a quantitative estimate of experts’ agreement on a
set of tasks for the whole experiment. We achieve that by treating shared ontology ele-
ments as nominal categories, which are assigned by experts to the rated data items. For

5 These data sources and their descriptions are available in the following Github repository:
https://github.com/YuliaS/PatternBasedExtension.git. In this paper, we discuss mostly the re-
sults of introducing new properties.
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categorical data, the most common interrater agreement metric is a kappa-type statistic
which measures the observed level of agreement between raters for a set of nominal
ratings (P̄ ) and corrects for agreement that would be expected by chance (P̄e) [12]:

κ =
P̄ − P̄e

1− P̄e
(1)

J. Cohen [8] was the first to propose kappa for two raters. In our experiments, we use
the Fleiss’ [12] kappa metric generalized to any constant number of raters.

We base our interpretation of kappa values on the Landis and Koch (1977) [25]
benchmark scale. It describes relative strength of agreement associated with kappa
ranges, with values from 0.0 to 0.2 indicating slight agreement, 0.21 to 0.40 indicat-
ing fair agreement, 0.41 to 0.60 indicating moderate agreement, 0.61 to 0.80 indicating
substantial agreement, and 0.81 to 1.0 indicating almost perfect agreement. Statistics
κ < 0.00 is a poor agreement, and κ = 1 indicates perfect agreement.

5.2 Interrater Agreement and Ontology Extension: Tendencies

To compute the Fleiss’ kappa statistic, we transform our results’ table into a 56×23 ma-
trix in which the columns represent the different raters (n = 23), and the rows represent
data items (N = 56), which the raters have characterized either by existing ontology
terms or proposed extension elements. We treat both as nominal categories (Table 2).
The Fleiss’ kappa computed for this matrix was 0.6386 for the number of categories
k = 218, which indicates substantial interrater agreement.

Table 2. Results’ table for computing the Fleiss’ kappa statistic (a fragment).

user→ user01 user02 <...> user23
sample ↓

1.0 schema:identifier schema:identifier ... basis:operatorIdentifier
1.1 basis:parkingSpace- basis:parkingSpace- ... proposed:status

Availability Availability
... ... ... ... ...

7.3 proposed:timeToArrival schema:description ... proposed:busArrivalTime

However, using labels for the proposed elements directly introduced additional 178
categories to the 40 existing ontology elements used for annotation. These labels are not
generalizable in the sense that they do not reflect the underlying modeling decisions.
Thus, to explore the tendencies in the overall agreement, we need to perform several
data transformations.

In Table 3, we show the choices for the element “proposed:status” used to anno-
tate data sample 1.1 by user23. These choices come from the closed sets of options
displayed in the drop-down lists of the user interface. By combining the options into
a sequence, e.g. “Observable ParkingSite Text Quality None”, we obtain a compound
name for the proposal, which will be reused for the proposal coined by another user,
if the choices were identical. Note that it is possible to represent just the pattern type

6 Statistics were done using R 3.5.0 (R Core Team, 2018), the irr (v0.84.1; Gamer, 2019) and
the reshape2 (v1.4.3; Wickham, 2007) packages.
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Table 3. Prompts used as form labels in the Observable property template and the user choices
for the data sample 1.1 “status” by user23.

Select pattern Select entity Select How can you describe Select unit
this property value type the more general kind of measurement

relates to of this property? (if applicable)
Observable basis: schema:Text meta:Quality meta:None

property ParkingSite
pattern domain range meta1 meta2

(“ObservableProperty”) or pattern and a value type (“ObservableProperty Text”) and
check the expert agreement on a subset of choices. Now, we can substitute the la-
bels of the proposed elements in the results’ matrix (e.g. “proposed:status” → “Ob-
servable ParkingSite Text Quality None”) with the compound proposals’ characteris-
tics and assess the overall agreement.

To answer Research Question 1 – will the fine-grained modeling of proposed el-
ements significantly influence the overall agreement among experts in the annotation
task? – we applied the above mentioned substitutions to our initial result matrix. We
thus created 12 datasets where the characteristics of the proposed entities were mod-
eled with different levels of granularity.

Table 4. Overall agreement between experts on a set of annotation tasks.

Granularity: user choices considered # categories (k) Kappa
01 none: all proposals labelled “proposed” 41 0.773
02 pattern 44 0.718
03 pattern, domain 82 0.702
04 pattern, range 61 0.703
05 pattern, domain, range 114 0.691
06 pattern, meta1, meta1 98 0.673
07 pattern, domain, meta1 115 0.673
08 pattern, domain, meta2 112 0.682
09 pattern, range, meta1 89 0.672
10 pattern, range, meta2 84 0.683
11 pattern, range, meta1, meta2 125 0.661
11 pattern, domain, range, meta1, meta2 171 0.652
12 pattern, domain, range, meta1, meta2, meta3 182 0.645

As a baseline, we constructed a dataset where all labels of the proposed elements
were replaced by one label “proposed”. This dataset roughly approximates the setting
when only existing elements of shared ontology are used to annotate the datasets.

More fine-grained modeling of the user choices introduced additional categories.
Their number ranges from 4, when only pattern types (“Observable property”, “Tem-
poral”, “Spatial”, “Wildcard”) were specified, to 142, when all possible combinations
of options were considered.

The highest agreement, κ = 0.773, was obtained for the baseline dataset, the second
largest value, κ = 0.718 – for the dataset, where only pattern types were modeled. The
difference between the 1st and the 2nd highest kappa statistics is larger than in any
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subsequent pairs, where the κ values decrease almost linearly with the increase in the
number of categories.

The results in Table 4 show that irrespective of the number of user choices con-
sidered, the Fleiss’ kappa values remain in the range of substantial agreement scores.
Therefore, the overall agreement score for the annotated dataset is influenced by the
fine-grained modeling of proposed elements, but not to the extent that it changes its
position on the Landis and Koch (1977) benchmark scale.

We will further dive deep into the causes of the interrater disagreement by detecting
and categorizing various types of conflicts between elements used for annotation at the
level of single data items.

5.3 Interrater Agreement and “Competing” Elements

In order to answer Research Question 2 – can we detect and categorize various types
of conflicts between the existing ontology entities and the proposed elements via the
interrater agreement scores? – we compiled for each data item a list of existing ontology
entities and/or the proposed pattern types used to annotate this item. Then we calculated
percent agreement and sorted the results in decreasing order. Percentages for the three
most frequent choices for each data item are presented in Table 5.

The table shows that, for the majority of data items (76.78%, or 46/56), the agree-
ment on the 1st most frequent choice is >78%7. We interpret the percent agreement
>20% for the 2nd most frequent choice as a “competing” alternative.

Table 5. Percentages for the three most frequent choices for each data item. Proposed elements
are colored dark grey, existing ontology elements – light grey.

In the results’ distribution, one can find three types of alternatives:

7 Relatively low agreement scores for the first chosen option in the data items 7.0 and 7.1 are
most probably due to the equally probable conceptualizations. To annotate keys with val-
ues “busStopId” and “busStopName”, participants could either first introduce a new class
“BusStop”, missing in the shared ontology, and then new properties where this class was a
domain, or create new properties with the domains “basis:Bus” or “basis:BusLine”.
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– between two existing elements (e.g., “basis:incidentCause” and “schema:-description”
in data item 2.0),

– between a pattern type and an existing term (e.g., an instance of the Observable
property pattern and “schema:description” in 5.8; see also 4.5, 5.9, 5.11, 6.5),

– between two pattern types (e.g., instances of the Observable property and Wildcard
patterns in 5.10; see also 5.12, 6.7, 7.3).

In 5 out of 6 cases, where the existing term was involved as the competing alter-
native, this term was “schema:description”, a property with a very broad definition “A
description of the item” and the “schema:Text” value type. In the systems where ontol-
ogy extension by annotators is enabled, the presence of elements with such a general
meaning hinders interoperability. The majority of participants still chose either a more
specific property (“basis:incidentCause” in data item 2.0), or created properties with
a specialized meaning (e.g. by instantiating the Observable property pattern in 5.8 to
describe the availability status of a charging dispenser).

Another case where an existing ontology element is selected as an alternative to
a pattern instance is a property “basis:carSpeed”. It was used to annotate data item 4.5
with a key name “GPS Speed”; 65.22% created a new property with a specialized mean-
ing by instantiating the Observable property pattern. Using the existing element is not
wrong in principle. Nevertheless, reusing “basis:carSpeed” to annotate “GPS Speed”
leads to ambiguity: two keys in Data sample 5 are described with the same property in
the shared ontology. In this case, if the shared ontology is not extended, annotating the
key with an existing entity creates semantic interoperability conflict.

The group where two pattern types were competing as the 1st and the 2nd most fre-
quent choices, contains three combinations. Firstly, the Wildcard pattern is used along
with the Observable property pattern (items 5.10 and 5.12). In both data items, they in-
troduce properties related to sensor measurements: one, indicating whether a charging
plug has quick charge support, and the other – a maximum current of a charging dis-
penser. These properties represent static attributes of a plug and a dispenser rather than
the values measured by sensors. This shows that such boundary cases can cause incon-
sistencies while introducing properties with similar meaning. Discussing this difference
in the introductory materials will foster more uniform modeling.

In data item 6.7, in order to introduce the property to annotate the key “country”,
nested in the object “city” (along with the key “name”), 43.48% of the participants
chose the Spatial pattern and 30.43% – the Wildcard pattern. In the description of Data
sample 6, a city is defined as a location for which the weather forecast is provided.
Here the “country” attribute is related to spatial modeling, but it differs from the postal
address element used in the address specification for buildings. Both modeling solutions
are possible and, if any of them is preferable, this case should also be discussed in the
introductory materials.

Data items 7.0–7.3 go beyond prototypical sensor measurement contexts. They
model the output of a service which estimates the waiting time before the next bus
arrives at a bus stop. Even though the agreement in choosing the Temporal pattern to
annotate the key “busTimeToArrival” was 69.57%, 21.74% of the participants modeled
it as an Observable property instance. The latter modeling is also appropriate as this
value is calculated based on a schedule or a position of the bus, which differs from
the modeling of the resulting timestamp of a “sosa:Observation”. This example clearly
points to the limitations of the existing pattern set (see further discussion in Section 5.4)
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and the need to reconsider the modeling principles of the shared ontology (if similar
datasets are modeled in the data cataloguing or integration solution).

To sum up, the presence of “competing” alternatives indicates the need to revise
the shared ontology and a corresponding pattern set (in the case where very dissimilar
patterns are being confused) or to discuss specific modeling scenarios during the train-
ing/introductory phase. The interrater agreement scores serve as reliable indicators of
possible collisions.

5.4 Interrater Agreement and Semantic Interoperability Conflicts

In response to Research Question 3 – can we detect and categorize various types of
possible semantic interoperability conflicts while using a single template? – we will
successively examine the modeling choices in all types of patterns used to introduce
new elements. Agreement metrics will reveal the aspects of semantic interoperability
related to the possible semantic interoperability conflicts (after J. Park, [27]).

In general, we observe (see Tables 6–9) a high level of agreement in specifying
properties’ domains and ranges in all patterns except for the instances of Temporal
pattern. Agreement on the domain indicates that in most cases ontology extension will
not introduce schema-isomorphism conflicts. Agreement on the range is related to the
value type and possible data-representation conflicts.

Table 6. Percent agreement in the modeling choices made in the Observable property pattern
instances.

ID schema: schema: meta:property- meta:unit
domainIncludes rangeIncludes Semantics

3.4 95.0; 5.0 100.0 80.0; 10.0; 5.0× 2 75.0; 15.0; 5.0× 2
4.2 100.0 100.0 35.0; 30.0× 2; 5.0 95.0; 5.0
4.4 100.0 100.0 66.67; 23.81; 4.76× 2 57.14; 23.81; 9.52; 4.76× 2
4.5 100.0 100.0 93.33; 6.67 93.33; 6.67
5.8 100.0 91.67; 8.33 66.67; 25.0; 8.33 100.0

In Table 6, we present percent agreement on each of the chosen pattern fillers in the
Observable property pattern instances, where this pattern was selected by the majority
of the participants to introduce a new property. A hundred percent agreement means that
there was only one value; all other cases show the split between various options, sorted
in decreasing order8. High variability in the specification of the units of measurement
(e.g., for the data sample 4.4, the options were: “KilopascalAbsolute”, “Kilopascal”,
“Hectopascal”, “Pascal”) was somewhat surprising because all units were explicitly
mentioned in the descriptions of the data sources. Even though this situation is less
likely in the real setting (data providers must know their data, in the experiment it could
be a matter of attention), the data annotation system should consider mechanisms to
check the unit of measurement to avoid possible data-unit conflicts.

We also explored tendencies in how the participants specified the higher level prop-
erty semantics. The options here were not mutually exclusive in terms of splitting the
meaning continuum (see “meta:Quantity”, “meta:Amount”, “meta:Mass”, etc.). The re-
sults suggest that higher agreement is achieved for the options mentioned in the label of

8 By using multiplication, e.g. “5.0× 2”, we indicate that there we two options, each chosen by
5.0% of the participants.
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an annotated element or in the data source description: “GPS Speed” – “meta:Speed”
(93.33%, data sample 4.5), “Intake Pressure” – “meta:Pressure” (66.67%, data sam-
ple 4.4); or in the label of the related properties: “meta:Concentration” was chosen
by 80% of the participants after annotating several keys with properties labeled “ba-
sis:noxConcentration”, “basis:coConcentration”, etc.

In the results dataset we did not observe confusion between the concepts of the
highest level of abstraction: “meta:Quantity” and “meta:Quality”. As an example, in
data item 5.8, the semantics of a property introduced to annotate the availability status
of a charging dispenser was marked as “meta:Quality” in 66.67% cases; the second
most selected option was “meta:NoneOfTheListed” (25%).

The results show that in the contexts focused on achieving semantics interoperabil-
ity, the options should be mutually exclusive. In the future experiments, we will split
the set of options into two lists and display them in the separate user interface forms.
The first one – {“meta:Quantity”, “meta:Quality”} – will contain options with most
general distinction that enable alignment with top-level ontologies. The second will be
oriented towards capturing the subsumption relationships (e.g., properties which indi-
cate speed values “carSpeed” and “GPSSpeed” will be the siblings of one superclass
“meta:Speed”).

The instances of the Temporal pattern (see Table 7) demonstrated the greatest level
of variability. We start with the data items 5.13 and 6.8. First and foremost, the idea
of specifying a property which is observed by a sensor at a particular timestamp (the
association which is essential to reconstruct the sosa:Observation context) was not un-
derstood by the participants. In the introductory video, we gave a short explanation of
this relationship, which was obviously not sufficient to make reliable choices. This may
also be due to the unspecific prompt “Which property is related to the proposed one?”
used as a label for the options list. The majority of replies were split between the op-
tions: “meta:AllSensorMeasurementsInASample” and “meta:Other”. The former seems
more appropriate because in both datasets there are multiple observable properties and
only one time indicator.

Table 7. Percent agreement in the Temporal pattern instances.

id schema: schema: meta:temporal meta:service meta:observable
domainIncludes rangeIncludes Semantics Semantics Property

5.13 84.21; 15.79 89.47; 5.26; 5.26 100.0 100.0 26.32× 2; 10.53;
5.26× 7

6.8 81.25; 12.50; 56.25; 31.25; 100.0 62.50; 37.50 43.75× 2; 6.25× 2
6.25 12.50

7.3 43.75; 18.75× 2; 56.25; 18.75; 81.25; 18.75 93.75; 6.25 43.75; 37.50;
12.5; 6.25 12.50× 2 12.50

Another cause of disagreement was the usage of infrequent datatypes for the data
values (see the column “schema:rangeIncludes” in Table 7). For the Unix epoch time
in data item 6.8, the split was 56.56% – 31.25% – 12.5% for the options “meta:Epoch-
Time”, “meta:DateTime”, “meta:Date”. Similar distribution was obtained for the du-
ration value (“P0DT0H1M12S”) in data item 7.3. This variability is a potential cause
of the data-representation semantic interoperability conflicts and should be carefully
handled.
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The options that specified temporal semantics [1] were rated most consistently in
all samples: the replies contained at most 2 options, with the agreement ranging from
81.25% to 100.0% on the most frequent choice.

Service semantics for the weather forecast (data item 6.8), despite the dataset de-
scription (“for a particular time in the future”), was specified as measured, not predicted
by the 37.5% of the participants. This distinction obviously needs some elaboration in
the future training or assistance materials.

We finally discuss a more complex temporal property in the last data item 7.3. The
value of this property presents the output of a service which calculates time remaining
until the bus arrives at the bus stop. Here the modeling depends on the conceptualiza-
tion of the situation: whether this attribute is seen as characterizing an arriving bus or
a bus stop or even a bus line. The study participants chose “basis:Bus” class as the
domain of the property in 43.75% cases, 31.25% of the participants introduced a new
class for a bus stop und used it as a domain; another options were – “meta:BusLine”
(18.75%) and “proposed:TimeToArrival” (6.25%). This is one of the examples where
we have a clear indicator of 1) the multiple modeling decisions and 2) the limitations
of the core temporal modeling in the sosa:Observation pattern, which aims at capturing
the time at which the phenomenon took place. Note that more general temporal model-
ing (columns “meta:temporalSemantics” and “meta:serviceSemantics”) shows a higher
level of agreement even for very dissimilar properties.

Table 8. Percent agreement in the Spatial property pattern instance.

id schema: schema: meta:spatial- meta:spatial-
domainIncludes rangeIncludes Semantics Structure

6.7 100.0 100.0 90.0; 10.0 100.0

The instances of other pattern types – Spatial (Table 8) and Wildcard (Table 9) –
demonstrate a very strong agreement between participants. The Wildcard pattern was
introduced to collect properties not covered by the core template set. The agreement
is not surprising – this pattern simply allows the establishment of relationships be-
tween classes, or between a class and a datatype. Nevertheless, these relationships can
be further specialized into a new pattern. For example, the Wildcard instances in the
current result set showed the need of a pattern to express the “part-of” relation (e.g.,
“basis:Dispenser” hasPlug in 5.9). We also need to differentiate a static characteristic
of an object (e.g., “basis:Plug” hasQuickChargeSupport in 5.10) and the changing state
measured by a sensor (see properties like “basis:plugAvailabilityStatus”).

Table 9. Percent agreement in the Wildcard pattern instances.

id schema: schema: id schema: schema:
domainIncludes rangeIncludes domainIncludes rangeIncludes

5.9 93.33; 6.67 86.67; 13.33 5.11 100.0 100.0
5.10 93.33; 6.67 93.33; 6.67 5.12 83.33; 16.67 91.67; 8.33

In this section, we showed how various types of semantic interoperability conflicts
can result from the modeling choices made in the process of using templates. The agree-
ment scores obtained for the options clearly indicate these problematic cases, where the
unified behavior should be enforced either by training or by automated checks and sug-
gestions. Also these scores point in many cases to limitations of the shared ontology.
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6 Conclusions

This work outlines an approach to explore various aspects of semantic interoperability,
related to the annotation of IoT data, by computing the interrater agreement scores
(percent agreement and the Fleiss’ kappa) on a set of annotation tasks. To the best of
our knowledge, it is the first experiment where annotation of IoT data with the elements
of one shared ontology is examined in the situation when the rater not only uses an
ontology (or a set of ontologies), but extends it if needed elements are missing.

We show the role of the interrater reliability metrics in pointing out the “competing”
elements which might be introduced as the result of the ontology extension process. We
also describe how interrater agreement scores can be used to detect potential seman-
tic interoperability conflicts, in particular, data-representation, data-unit and schema-
isomorphism conflicts.

We suggest methods to model proposed elements with various levels of granularity
and to investigate the impact of modeling choices on overall agreement in a complex
annotation-extension task. In the experiment with 23 domain experts, we obtained initial
estimates for the overall agreement and scores on single items. We will further use these
estimates to improve the implemented prototype of the annotation system tailored to the
IoT data.

We believe that our approach can be applied outside the IoT domain as well as gen-
eralized from the data cataloguing and/or data integration solutions to more complex
tasks and environments. In general, it contributes to a much wider topic – how meaning
is created in the community of users, and thus, to realizing the vision of the Semantic
Web: “...the relations allow communication and collaboration even when the common-
ality of concept has not (yet) led to a commonality of terms” [5]. Exploring other con-
texts where shared meaning is created and agreed upon in a distributed manner will be
one of the directions of our future research.
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